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How to maximize the DOMINO effect ( Masks example )by Marygraceskincare 

 

Introduction :  

Every indications here, are just suggestions on how to use “DOMINO suite” and these 

are not representing rules. Even because our philosophy want to represent a free 

approach and a versatile use of the cosmetics, changing the beauty routine. 

The beauty routine is changing with DOMINO approach because you can afford to mix together all our 

products as the Mix and Match philosophy, optimizing costs and consume having also the opportunity to 

have Billions of combinations with just 4 products for all skin types in your beauty bag! 

Our Philosophy in FOUR points : 

1. Lower impact on environment, having just four products (mixing and matchable) + 

One cleaner ( DOMINO brand ) to create your complete line of beauty for face. Every 

product can be used also alone and indipendent from the others 

2. Easy to use and suitable for all humans : Billions of combinations thanks to four 

products "Suite" matchable to guarantee the perfect mix for your skin, which is 

different from anybody else, and every day different. 

One of four is a Cosmetic Spray 

3. Inspired by Taoist philosophy : focus on the balance between the parties to reach 

the ultimate Sophistication, in one word, SIMPLICITY. 

4. Common base components for all products (DOMINO brand and 

Marygraceskincare) are Dynamized Water ("treated" with positive vibes intention) and 

Sango Coral. 

Environmental approach : 

The DOMINO philosophy helps the environment in FOUR ways : 

1. Few containers to dispose 

2. Containers are glass and aluminum recyclable 

3. DOMINO beauty mask ( and any applications in general ) does not leave residue on 

skin face for any combination you will create: Water use efficiency during the rinsing, 

ensuring less waste of the precious resource.  

4. With DOMINO, you do not need to have plastic components (or silicone ) to apply 

the mask. In fact, your mask will be absorbed completely at direct contact in 15-20 

minutes max. 

https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/oily+residue+on+the+skin
https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/oily+residue+on+the+skin


EXAMPLE OF SOME DOMINO ( by MARYGRACESKINCARE) BEAUTY MASKS: 

Masks must be applied after deep cleansing of your skin using “Graceful Power”. 

 

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS and How to make MASKS  

-The quantity/dose of each product depends from your personal feeling on skin-  

If you want to create a TENSOR EFFECT, apply the DOMINO suite in this order : 

1. Dynamized Water for Face 

2. Superior Revitalizing Serum 

3. Rich Smoothing and Moisturizing Cream 

4. Super Intensive Hydratation Serum 

If you want to create a MOISTURIZING, NOURISHING and SOOTHING EFFECTS, apply 

DOMINO suite in this order ( reverse order compared to the TENSOR EFFECT )   

1. Super Intensive Hydratation Serum 

2. Rich Smoothing and Moisturizing Cream 

3. Superior Revitalizing Serum 

4. Dynamized Water for face 

SPECIFIC TREATMENT 

To make specific treatment, you can apply a single product focused in the zone where 

you want to obtain a specific effect, for example  

1. On “T” zone you can apply more of “Superior Revitalizing Serum”  

2. On eye contour and lips you can apply more of “Super Intensive Hydratation 

Serum”  

3. On cheecks, forehead, neck, you can apply more of “Rich Smoothing and 

Moisturizing Cream” 

At the end of each of this treatment example, you can apply “Dynamized Water for 

face” to keep the skin further enriched. 
 

SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF MASKS ( after applying, leave on for 15-20 minutes)  

 

1. Mask adapt for ACNEIC and OILY skin  

Clean the skin with “Graceful Power”  

+ Spray of “Dynamized Water” on entire face  

+ “Rich Smoothing Moisturizing Cream” on entire face 

 

https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/and+soothing+effects
https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/further+enriched


 

 

2. HYDRATING EFFECT Mask 

Clean the skin with “Graceful Power”  

+ “Super Intensive Hydratation Serum ” on entire face  

+ “Rich Smoothing Moisturizing Cream” on entire face 

+ “Superior Revitalizing Serum” on entire face 

+ Spray “Dynamized Water” on entire face 
 

3. ILLUMINATING EFFECT Mask 

Clean the skin with “Graceful Power”  

+ “Superior Revitalizing Serum” on entire face  

+ “Rich Smoothing Moisturizing Cream” on entire face 

+ Spray “Dynamized Water” on entire face 

wait until the Dynamized Water will be absorbed ( 2/3 minutes )  

+ (again) spray “Dynamized Water” on entire face 

 

Billions of combinations and ways to use, DOMINO and its free approach 

to the cosmetic beauty routine create your personal treatment for every 

day use ( always different for each human being ) 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


